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Commentary By Yolanda Young
More black women are smiling these days. And that's not just me
talking: Using data from the National Opinion Research Center's
General Social Survey, which has tracked Americans' mood since
1972, researchers found that black women are becoming happier as
white women's happiness decreases. While white women continue to
be happier overall, the data show the "happiness gap" has closed
significantly.

Why? One reason is that black women were much less happy to
begin with, so any improvement at all will be measured as
considerable progress. Though one might be tempted to credit the
women's rights movement of the '70s with raising our spirits, a closer
look reveals that the civil rights movement played a more significant
role.
Justin Wolfers, a professor at The Wharton School and co-author of
the paper, "The Paradox of Declining Female Happiness,"analyzed
the survey data to see how the civil rights and women's movements
might help explain these trends. He found that the feminist revolution
focused on narrow issues — rights over marriage, children born out of
wedlock and abortion — which did not necessarily translate to
increased happiness for women, who were mostly white.
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French philosopher Simone de Beauvoir, in The Second Sex, said the
women's movement also suffered from social fragmentation: "If
(women) belong to the bourgeoisie, they feel solidarity with men of
that class, not with proletarian women; if they are white, their
allegiance is to white men, not to Negro women."
But black women, unable to hide their identity or elevate their national
status, joined in solidarity with all black people. This resulted in a cohesive civil rights movement
that led to improvement in housing, education and employment — as well as the dissolution of
social and legal constructs that had previously demoralized African Americans.
Wolfers' paper contains an additional curiosity — black men, who are less educated and in many
ways besieged in this society, still report being slightly happier than black women. One explanation
for this might be that the unhappiest black men — such as those who are incarcerated or homeless
— were not included in the survey. Another might be that black women's increased independence
and wealth relieve the pressure and stress traditionally placed on their men. One thing is clear: Like
women, it is all very complicated.
Yolanda Young is the founder of www.onbeingablacklawyer.com.
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